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Community Science offers a dynamic environment where
people can use their professional skills to promote social
change. We employ highly qualified people from diverse
disciplines, perspectives and backgrounds. At Community
Science, we encourage our team to follow their passions
and we provide opportunities for development in their
areas of interests.

Dr. LaKeesha Woods and Dr. Joseph Clift share some
thoughts about working at Community Science.

Q: What do you value most about working at Community
Science?

Q: What helped you make the decision to work at Community Science?

Dr. Clift: It’s an inclusive organization where diversity
is welcomed and staff are free to be themselves. This
enables us to perform better and contribute to our
project work. Community Science believes in investing in
their employees. I like knowing that Community Science
is there to help mentor me and build me into the social
science practitioner that I aspire to be.

Dr. Woods: The mission, values, and structure of Community Science made me want to work here. I was
looking for a setting where I could do applied work; that
is, research and practice that could be readily applied
to improve community programs and increasing our
knowledge related to enhancing the well being of youth,
families and diverse communities.
Q: What would you say to someone considering working
for Community Science?

The work that we do matters; by doing our work, we are
contributing knowledge to the social science field and
providing necessary information to our clients about their
programs. The projects we work on have wide-spread
implications on the health and social well being of communities. We would not do a project that ran counter to
any of our values of social justice and inclusiveness. That
says a lot about our company.

Dr. Woods: It is critical to consider your fit with Community Science. Working in a small, interdisciplinary organization that conducts work with a variety of entities can be
exciting; however, the pace, funding climate, “real-world”
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the community, etc., can require adjustment and might
We encourage you to learn more about where a career at
Community Science can take you.
not fit with everyone’s professional goals or work style.

Discuss how Community Science can collaborate with your team.
For more information about careers at Community Science please visit
Contact us at 301.519.0722 (ext 100) or info@communityscience.com
www.communityscience.com/careers
or email careers@communityscience.com
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